
Secret Code Challenge

Well agents, did you all manage with last week’s secret code letters? I know at least a handful of you already think you have 

cracked the code…maybe if you manage to figure out this week’s two letters you will know if you are on the right track or not! 

So your first language was Italian, and the secret code letter was I. Last week’s two languages were… *drumroll please* Maori           

and Icelandic           ! So your secret code letters from last week are M and I. This week there are another  secret code 

letters to find! Good Luck!  

Give yourselves a round of applause, a pat on the back and everything in between! Once again, I have been so thrilled all week 

seeing you all getting yourselves online and engaging in your home learning tasks. Make sure you give people at home a big hug, 

high five or pat on the back for everything they are doing to support you too. Thank you again to everyone sending me photographs 

of your work...or even photographs of you working away! It really puts such a massive smile on my face to get these little updates 

from you. Can you believe it’s June?! We have now been learning from home for which is 

, which is , which is , which is which is … 

AAAND BREATHE. New challenge, try and get through that whole sentence in one breath! You have been doing and continue to 

do a super job boys and girls and it is important that you take a moment every now and again to acknowledge that and feel good 

about yourselves!  

Before we get started with this week’s learning, I did promise you I would give you the answer to the literacy riddle from last 

week! I had a few brainboxes email me with the right answer, very well done to you! So the question was:  

 

This Week’s Home Learning: 

- Literacy: Spelling/Reading/New Novel Study/Education City Grammar (brackets, dashes, commas) 

- Maths: Sumdog Fractions Challenge/Consolidation of Equivalent & Simplifying Fractions/New Fractions Learning 

- Health and Wellbeing: Time Capsule Project/Kidz Bop Dance/Good Morning Yoga/Games @ the Hub/30 Days Wild 

- Science: Comparing Classifications of Organisms (New Learning & Education City Tasks)  

- Music: Ancient Greek Musical Myths: RnB/Rap Genre 

- Art: Magazine Art 

- Languages: Linguascope  

This week’s letter focus is….  Ever since lockdown started, we have spoken a lot about keeping ourselves mentally, 

emotionally and physically healthy and happy. I hope some of the things we have discussed and looked at together have helped 

you find the positive in every day, even on those days where you really have to look for it! As you will know, Nicola Sturgeon 

recently announced on the news that Scotland is now in Phase 1 of the Exit Plan. All this means is that Nicola Sturgeon has 

planned a way for us to get back to normal but for it to be safe, we can’t do it all at once. We have to do things slowly and in 

different stages or phases. Just as lockdown has been challenging, this exit from lockdown will also be challenging. We are going 

to have to for a while. Going to school won’t quite look the same as it usually does and 

many of these continuing changes are going to be challenging. But the amazing thing, is that we all have a special power within us 

that we can use to cope with all the challenges life throws at us. This is our , and no matter how much you might feel 

sometimes that you are not resilient, that you are not managing or strong; because you are here on still working 

hard and still smiling! (I know you’re all still smiling...and if not, ! A big cheesy smile!)        So this week is going to 

be a week of CHALLENGES and we’re going to prove to ourselves just how capable we are! Your first challenge for this week is 

just going to be to get focussed and continue working! There is a fair amount of home learning to get through this week; we’re 

starting June strong, I know we can do it! This week is full of health and wellbeing challenges. Our physical exercise challenges 

include another kidz bop dance to learn and a We will also be continuing to focus on our mental health with the 

(all through June) challenge and some  to get us feeling powerful and ready to tackle 

the day ahead! Have a look at your home learning grid for more information as always. One final challenge from me to you, I want 

you to find one for yourself this week. This can be absolutely anything that you want to work on conquering 

this week - push yourself! I already know just how you are, now prove it to yourself! If you can do this, you can do 

anything!  

 

 

       

 

Startling 

Starting 

Staring 

String 

Sting 

Sing 

Sin 

In 

I 

 

What 9 letter word still remains a word each time you take a letter away? 

 Here’s your answer!  

 


